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Undergarments for the Well Dressed 4-H Girl
Allegra Wilkens
The choosing or designing of the undergarments that will make a suitable foundation
for her costume is a challenge to any girl's good taste. She may have attractive underwear if she is wise in the selection of materials and careful in making it or in choosing
ready-made garments. It is not the amount of money that one spends so much as it is
good judgment in the choice of styles, materials and trimmings.
No matter how beautiful or appropriate a girl's outer garments may be, she is not
well dressed unless she has used good judgment in making or selecting her under wear. Every girl likes to have attractive, well-fitting underwear. The right kind
protects the body and acts as a foundation for the outer garments, improving their
appearance without calling attention to what is underneath.
Usually we think of undergarments as including brassieres,
garments, panties and slips.

girdles, foundation

Foundation garments. Most girls and women need some
kind of a foundation garment. For young girls it may be to
help flatten the "tummy", fill in the hollow of the back or
smooth the curves of the hips. A l i g h t w e i g h t garment of
elastic or firmly woven fabric with elastic inserts will do this
nicely. Sometimes a girdle causes a roll or "spare tire" at
the top. If closely fitted dresses are worn, a foundation garment will give a much smoother line. Small, slender girls
may wear panty girdles. The larger athletic girl needs a
firmer, longer girdle and a longer bra.

CHOOSE A BRA FOR YOUR FIGURE TYPE

<

Brassieres. Brassieres are worn to mold and support the
bust and to aid in making an attractive silhouette. A well
darted brassiere lifts the bust into the natural firm curved
position of youth - unlifted but not flat. A plain bandeau with
a cup form is s u f f i c i e n t support for most young women.
Brassiers are available in various sized cups depending on
the type bust. Choose the one for your f i g u r e type. The
brassiere should be comfortable and cause no feeling of binding or pulling. If straps have an elastic section they are less
likely to cut the shoulders. If you have a large bust, don't
buy an ordinary brassiere, but choose one long enough to cover
the diaphragm. Elastic in the shoulder straps and on hooks to
fasten it down over the top of the girdle will make it comfortable.

Horizontal darts in the bra flatten or lower the bust. Vertical darts give an "uplift"
line to the bust. Radiating vertical darts lift and accent high bust.

-2Loosely woven cotton, nylon, satin and lace are all favorite materials for bras since
they are light in weight, yet may be strong because of their firm weave.
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Eanties. Most girls prefer knit parties which stretch as needed, and are o f t e n
smoother under the dress than panties made of woven fabric. A well reinforced crotch
will also give longer wear. Edge finishes, particularly at the leg, should be smooth to
prevent a "line" showing.
Fabrics which are loosely woven or knitted and made of soft y a r n s a b s o r b and
evaporate moisture more quickly than firm fabrics, and are therefore more comfortable
in warm weather for those garments worn next to the skin. The design should provide
plenty of length in the crotch and plenty of width for comfort.
The slip. The slip is the foundation for the dress. The
style and type of slip selected depends upon the dress, or
dresses with which it will be worn. A slip should be attractive
without being conspicuous. The tailored slip is always suitable
for business, school and sport wear. It is simple in line and
flat in construction details, so that clothing fits easily and
smoothly over it. Lace-trimmed under clothing is usually
daintier and is more of ten worn with afternoon or party dresses. Slips for the formal dress are suited to the style and color
of the dress with which they will be worn. When made they are
often cut from the same pattern as the dress.
Choosing the Color for Undergarments.
Undergarments need not match the dress, but neither should they contrast greatly
color. White is always in good taste; it will not fade and it can be worn with outer
ments of many colors. Delicate colors such as cream, flesh, tea-rose or peach will
harmonize with most dresses and are satisfactory if color-fast to washing. Flesh, pale
pink, tea-rose and white are also attractive and suitable colors for those garments worn
next to the skin.
If a slip attracts attention through the dress, it usually means that the choice of either
the color or the trimming is poor. Costume slips match the especial dress with which
they are worn. Tan or flesh colors are suitable for slips under non-transparent dresses.
Dark blue, black and brown are sometimes preferred for slips under dark dresses.
If two or three undergarments are made or purchased at the same time, it is a good
plan to use the same fabric and color for each of the garments. This not only makes an
attractive set, but if made requires less material.
Choosing the Fabrics.
Silk, rayon and nylon are popular undergarment materials. They are soft and clinging, but they are expensive if purchased in firm, good wearing qualities. Soft, smoothfinished cottons that do not cling may be used.
Materials of the same quality vary in price. It is well for the 4-H club girl interested
in this project to keep this in mind when buying her undergarment materials, so that she
can get as good quality as possible for the money she has to spend.
Before choosing a fabric for your undergarment, consider the following materials antf
choose the one that best suits your needs; longcloth, broadcloth, slipsheen, mainsook/batiste, and undergarment crepes, rayon, nylon or silk.
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Fabrics for undergarments should wear well and be washable. Cotton requires the
least special care in laundering. Rayon, silk and nylon are satisfactory but they require more careful laundering. The wearing quality of any fabric may be determined
by the strength of the yarn used in the cloth and by the firmness and closeness of the
weave.
The threads which run lengthwise of the material are the warp yarns, while those that
run crosswise are the filling yarns. The warp yarns in a piece of material are usually
stronger than the filling yarns. The strength of the yarn depends upon the number,
length, and kind of fibers used and how much the yarn is twisted. A difference in the
strength of the yarns indifferent places on the same piece of fabric may be
noticed.
The stronger the yarn in both directions, the stronger will be the fabric, although the
strength of the cloth also depends upon the number of yarns per inch.
Sometimes in weaving materials, strong yarns are used, but they are placed far apart. Material made in this way is coarse and may not be durable. Finer yarns woven
closely make a firm, fine piece of cloth.
Loosely constructed fabrics usually pull out at seams and the threads slip at place of
strain. A sample of fabric may be pulled between the thumbs and forefingers, if the
threads slip easily, the fabric will not give good service and may require frequent mending.
Some cotton materials are treated with starch, glue, or clay to make them seem firmer than they really are. This may be detected by holding the material up to the light on by
rubbing between the fingers. This type of filling will wash out, leaving the material
coarse and sometimes slightly gray in color.

(

The sewing thread used in making undergarments should match in color, and be of a• bout the same weight as the fabric. For example, No. 60 thread would correspond to a
good quality of longcloth. If a finer fabric were used, a finer thread would be better.
For rayon garments, mercerized or silk thread is best. Nylon thread in a harmonizing
color will give best results on nylon fabrics.
NECKLINE FINISHES

Trimmings for Undergarments. It is unnecessary to use
trimming of any kind on undergarments. Even dressy undergarments may be untrimmed. If, however, some decoration
is used, keep it simple and inconspicuous. The color of the
trimming should be the same as the garment or should blend
with it. For example, cream-colored lace would blend with a
flesh colored slip, while a deeper shade of tan lace would be too
dark and white would be too light. All trimmings be durable
and simple in design. Trimmings should correspond in quality
to the fabric of the garment. Cotton trimmings are best for
cotton garments. With a good quality fabric such as a fine
nainsook, a narrow firm edged lace or a durable embroidery
edge is suitable. Tailored finishes such as self bindings and
facings are best for silk, rayon and nylon garments.

Fine laces, such as Valenciennes lace, should be used only on the finer fabrics such
as nainsook and batiste. When embroidery is used, select a piece with a firm, well made
edge. Hand stitches, such as blanket stitch or feather stitch are effective trims if well
made. Firm laces suitable for crepes and nylons are also available for the very dainty
undergarments.
Undergarments worn under a thin dress may be so designed or trimmed that attention
is called to the undergarment rather than to the dress, and the general pleasing effect of
the costume is spoiled.

-4Planning Undergarments
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Design, Color and Fabric

Before pur chasing a ready-made garment or selecting the pattern for your slip or other
undergarments, study pages 1-4 and fill in blanks with words which make the following
statements correct.
1. The style and type undergarment I select should depend on my_^
.
, and the style of
garments I will wear with it.
2. The too-stout figure should choose undergarments that have
fullness.

or

3. The too-thin figure should choose undergarments that build up a
for the dress to be worn over them.
4. For beauty, the lines of an undergarment should
the body as well as the lines of the

the lines of
'.

Fabrics for undergarments should always be: (Check the correct answer in each
group)
a. Washable
b.

Made of silk

c. Thin and dainty
The wearing quality of a fabric is determined by:
a.

The strength of the filling threads

b.

The strength of the yarn.

c.

The firmness and closeness of the weave

d.

The amount of dressing in it

The color of undergarments should always:
a.

Match the color of the dress

b. Harmonize with the color of the dress
c.

Harmonize with the color of the skin

d. Contrast with the color of the dress

/
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CHOOSING THE SLIP DESIGN OR PATTERN
Selection of the pattern. Choose the design of the slip carefully in order that it be
suited to the style of the dress. A well fitted and styled slip has much to do with the
fitting of the dress.
If making slips, choose an accurately proportioned pattern to meet your figure requirements and a beautiful fabric of proven quality.
In general, slip styles are bias, straight, gored (4 or 6) or a combination of bias and
straight. Each slip has some advantages. Select the one that seems to meet your needs
the best.
Bias cut slips maybe more closely fitted. They give with the body movement, without bind ing, but they do draw up when the wearer sits. Under summer dresses, this may
be a serious defect.
Four-gore bias (the bias of the front and back gore cut
opposite to the side gores) seems to pull up less than the plain
bias slip. Gored slips maybe 4 or 6 gores. They may be cut
as straight gores or bias gores. They permit smooth fitting
through the waistline and bust.
Straight, two-piece slips are fitted by darts at the waistline. They must be cut full enough to allow for ease in body
movements. They are not fitted as tightly and smoothly as a
bias slip. They seldom ride up if properly fitted.
Combination bias and straight cut designs are good choices.
They provide the smooth fit and ease in body movements of a bias
slip yet stay down in front when the wearer sits. Brassiere-top
slips are good choices but are a little more difficult to make.
Double top slips are firm and durable and give good wear.
A slip with a shadow panel is a good choice with sheer dresses.
The half slip and camisole are also good choices.
If you have had a slip you liked very much, remember its style.
What were its special features that made it so satisfactory?"^
The neckline of the slip contributes a great deal to the
appearance of the dress, especially when worn with thin dresses. A curved neckline and armscye with narrow shoulder
straps is attractive, comfortable, conforms to body lines and
is usually in harmony with dress lines. Neckline and armscye
may be finished with narrow bias bindings or bias facings.
The straps are best made of self material. They may be
from 3/ 16 to 1/2 inch in width when finished. When straps are
stitched and turned, the seam should be creased to one edge. Both edges may then be machine stitched, if desired. Adjustable straps may also be made and are a convenient
feature.
SHAPED NECKLINES

The location of straps is very important if they are not to slide off the shoulders.
| When fitting straps on a slip, the seam side of each strap should turn toward the neck or
center of the garment rather than toward the arm. After the correct position for straps
is determined, the end of each strap may be slipped under the hem, binding or facing at
the top of the garment and machine stitched firmly into place. A slip stitch or slant hemming or a decorative stitch may be used to fasten the top edge of the garment to each
strap.
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The next two pages give helps or suggestions for making slips and are followed with
other information for buying slips and other undergarments.
(
Construction of the Slip.
After the pattern and fabric have been selected, check the slip pattern with your
measurements. Make any necessary alterations and cut out. The layout chart on the
pattern guide given in your pattern may be followed. Cut all notches out from the edge
of the pattern or mark with tailors tacks. Mark all perforations witlfTailors tacks or
with a tracing wheel and dressmaker carbon before the pattern is removed.
Baste in darts and baste or pin the slip pieces together.

Try on to check for fit.

Fitting the slig. With the slip carefully adjusted note particularly:
1. The fit and size at the bust, waist and hips.
2. Location and length of the shoulder straps.
3. Cross grain of material at bust and hips parallel to the
both front and back,
4. Center front and underarm seams perpendicular to the
floor.
The fit of the slip is very important. If possible it should fit smoothly with no gathers
or excess fullness. Ease and smooth fitting may be accomplished by the use of darts.
Some girls like a slip that is fitted very smoothly at the waist. This necessitates a
placket or some type of slide fastener.

(

After any necessary adjustments have been made the seams may be stitched with
matching mercerized, silk, or nylon thread.
Seam finishes for__slii>s. The type of seam used depends
upon the design of the slip and the kind of fabric used. Flat
fell, top stitched twice stitched, French and zigzag stitched
seams are satisfactory.
The accompnaying illustrations give the details for making
these seam finishes. A special sewing machine attachment
which you may have, called the "zig-zagger", maybe used in
making the zig-zag seam. This seam is like a lapped seam.
The zig-zagger stitches the seam on the right side, A french
seam maybe used on very fine cottons, sof* crepe silks or on
nylon, but is too heavy for most cottons and rayon materials.
Any mate rial that is inclined to ravel is best finished with the
felled seam or a plain seam overcast or edge-stitched.

KEEP SHOULDER STRflPS IN PLACE.

Attaching straps. After straps have been carefully adjusted
as to length and location, they should be attached before, or as
the top of the slip is finished. Machine stitch them securely
when applying the hem, facing or other finish.
Sew tape
with snap in shoulder seam of dresses to keep the straps in
place.

(

r

MAPPERY HEM

Hetn finishes. A narrow, double stitched hem is usually
used on rayon or nylon slips. These are flat smooth and stay
down easily. Some fabrics, as cottons, require a little more
weight at the hem. If so, a 1 1/2 to 2 inch hem may be used.
This hern should be edge stitched and then slip-stitched into
place.
Length of slip. Slips are usually one inch shorter than
the dress. To be certain they hang evenly, the slip length
should be taken on the individual. Put the slip on and have
it marked with a yardstick or a hem-marker an equal number
of inches from the floor all the way around the slip.

Fjjiis_hes_. Tailored slips are always appropriate and
attractive and give good service. Among the tailored
finishes are edge stitching. This is often used on the bra
or double top slip. Narrow bias facings made of the selffabric or double or French bias binding are also among the
tailored finishes. Bias facings are most attractive when
they are narrow, about 3/ 16 inch when finished. Or, they
match the shoulder strap and hem in width.
A good firm edged narrow lace or embroidery may be selected for dress-up wear.
Narrow lace may be attached by using the French or nappery seam. Stitchery such as
outline, feather stitch, zig-zag chain are also attractive finishes.
Plackets. Plackets may be the continuous or bound type
with hooks and eyes or snap fasteners, or lightweight slide
fasteners may be used.
JStandards of workmanship. Careful, accurate cutting with
the grain, good machine stitching, even lines of stitching, hems
stitched close to the edge, loose easy, inconspicuous hand
stitches and careful pressing are all necessary for a good
smooth appearing slip.
Making Your Undergarment
If you make your slip, bra or panties,
following:

read pages

5

to

, and fill in the

1. When selecting a pattern from a fashion book, ask for it by
2. When buying a slip pattern to fit you, tell the clerk your
There are a few markings on patterns that help you identify the parts of your
pattern, to lay the parts on the material correctly, and make it easier to assemble
your garment. Look at your pattern and f 0; in the words that are used to show:
Which piece is the front
Which edge of pattern is placed on the fold of the material
The width of seam allowed
Which pieces are sewed together
Which part of the pattern is place-'l on the straight of the fabric
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Using Your Pattern. Fill in the blanks with words that make the following statement
correct:
1. A pattern that is too large is altered by

2. When a pattern is too small, increase the size by
3. Watch the

when laying the pattern on the fabric.

4. When the pattern fits you, pin
ting.

parts of it on the material before cut-

5. Use

,
strokes of the shears and follow the patternout l i n e
when cutting out a garment.
6. Cut into corners with the
of the shears.
7. Baste garment pieces exactly on the
8. French seams should not be more than
materials only.
9. Fell seams have

before fitting.
inch wide, and used on

rows of stitching on the right side of the g a r m e n t .

10. Plain seams on undergarments are usually finished by
or by
stitch.

stitching and

11. Necklines and armscyes may be finished with
12. Trimming for undergarments should
13. Shoulder straps may be from

..
^__the fabric in quality.

to

of an inch in width.

14. Shoulder straps will stay in place best if the seam of the straps turned
the
.
15. A

hem is suitable for a gored slip.

Trimming, if used, should be: Check (/) correct answer below.
a. Durable and simple in design.
_b. Bright in color.
c. Elaborate and showy.
Color - List four colors which are most suitable for undergarments.
1.

3.

2.

4.

Fabric - Name six fabrics suitable for undergarments.
12.
3.

4
5
____„

6.

toward

-9Making or buying your slip or other undergarment:

* .

1. What kind of a slip do you most need?

2. What kind of material do you want for it?
3. What color will you choose?
Checking your plan: After you have purchased your garment, pattern or material,
tell whether or not you were able to follow your plan.
1. Did you get the design you had in mind?
2. Did you get the material you planned to get?
3. What color did you get?
Important Values to Consider When Buying a Slip or Other
Undergarment
There are many things to consider when making or when buying a slip. Values in slips
cannot be determined entirely by appearance and price. To prevent disappointments, fit,
comfort and serviceability must be considered, as well as beauty and suitability. For the
most satisfactory results, observe carefully, ask questions, read labels and insist upon
quality.
""
Observe the style. Does it give you the silhouette and lines needed for your costume?
Is it the cut for your figure type?
Is it for daytime, sports or dress-up wear?
Is the color fast?
Is it tailored or lace trimmed?
Is the cut for the short, average or tall figure?
Is it true bias (45" angle), gored or straight?
Does it have a yoke at the waistline?
Is the back cut straight across or is it V-shaped or curved?
Your experience may help you decide which is best for you.
Examine the workmanship:
Look for generous, well finished seams and edges with firm,
close stitching.
Look for adjustable, comfortable shoulder straps that will
withstand many washings.
Are they attached firmly to the body of the slip?
Can they be adjusted easily?
Trimming;

4

Does the t r i m m i n g add beauty? Does it look
durable? Will it withstand many washings?
Ask questions about hidden qualities:
Will the fabric wash easily and well?
Will it wear well?
Will it shrink?
Is it color fast?
Will it slip at the seams?
Will it cling to the body and creep up?
Is it cool?

-10Readlabels carefully for the answers to the above questions.
suggestions, for laundering.

Labels often also give

Try on ready-to-wear slip while standing and then notice if sitting down causes unduestrain or makes it ride up.
Correct fit is the first requirement in a slip. Poor fit means poor wear as well as
poor appearance.
Points on Construction of Ready-Made Slip and Other Undergarments
Seams. The strongest seam is the flat-felled seam, provided the trimmed side is not
cut too close. Less than a quarter of an inch in width and finished on the wrong side of
the material, it is neat, inconspicuous and wears well. The flat-felled seam is used in
slips of non-bias cut, and sometimes at the underarm of single bias bodices. It is usually
found only in better slips of firm, good quality material.
The Lapped Seam is best for joining the skirt to the bodice because it is flat and easy
to make in shaped seams. For strength it is stitched as a plain seam, pinked, pressed
down and top-stitched 18 to 20 stitches to the inch in better slips.
A fine zigzag stitch used for the top stitching i n c r e a s e s elasticity and strength.
Double-stitched, lapped seams also are used for the underarm seams of bias bodices,
in the side seams of two-gore bias skirts, andfor joining straight and bias skirt sections.
Double-stitched bias seams must be handled carefully to prevent puckering or rippling.
Fagoted Seams are decorative and being elastic, are used chiefly in bias-cut skirts
or in the skirt and yoke joining. They are less durable than well-made flat-fell, French, /
or lapped seams because in making the fagoting stitch the thread is exposed to abrasion
where it crosses the edges of the fabric. Resistance to abrasion is increased by the
use of nylon thread, but nylon is sensitive to heat and ironing temperature must be carefully controlled. The edges of the fabric must be turned and stitched before they are
joined with fagoting. Because of the extra time and labor required, fagoted seams are
on higher-priced slips.
As a rule plain seams with no finish other than pinking, do not hold in most slip
fabrics. They are commonly used, in lower-priced bias-cut slips. Thread breakage
and fraying of the raw edges in low quality fabrics, results in poor wear. The standing^ fell seam also is not durable. The trimmed side is often cut too close and the
several thicknesses make an undesirable ridge.
The French Seam is found in slips of non-bias cut. It wears well in closely woven
flat crepe or satin if it is not less than approximately one-fourth inch in width.
Edge finishes. The way the top edge is finished has much to do with the durability
of a slip. The double bias top, stitched at the edge, is a flat, strong finish. It is
quickly and easily reinforced, when signs of wear appear, by additional rows of stitching
near the edge.
The fitted facing is another strong, flat, finish especially when the edges of the facing
are top-stitched, or finished with fine machine-made Cordon stitch. Such facings are
often shaped and serve a decorative purpose as well.

-11The fine machine-made Cordon stitch is also used to finish the single-thickness edge
,of slips in firm material. Used on quality slips, this is a dainty, moderately durable,
edge finish; the weakness lies in the extreme shallowness of the stitches. The cord-like
edge increases the weakness, for rubbing in wear comes on the cord and eventually pulls
it away from the fabric. This edge finish is impossible to mend easily. With care in
ironing, however, it gives reasonable service.
Machine-made e mb r o id e ry edging, usually is less durable than the above edge
finishes. If the thread is low-twist, it does not withstand abrasion or if the embroidery
is strong, the lightweight cotton background fabric will tear. Breaks are difficult to
mend satisfactorily. Bias binding also is a semi-durable edge finish. When narrow
enough to be dainty, the seam often is trimmed so closely that durability is sacrificed.
The several thicknesses of the binding also form a cord-like edge which causes strain
on a narrow seam and is a point of abrasion both in wearing and in ironing.
Lace is used as an edge finish on slips of all qualities and price ranges. Lace which
is of balanced construction, without weak, delicate areas and heavy solid areas or cording detail usually gives moderate service. When securely applied, with close zigzag
stitching and sufficient lapping on the fabric to prevent pulling off, it may be classed as
semi-durable. In any quality, however, lace adds materially to the cost, yet usually
reduces serviceability for it seldom lasts as long as the rest of the slip.
The most serviceable finish at the lower edge of a slip is a narrow hem, stitched
twice. It is smooth, firm and easily ironed. Wide hems do not iron well especially on the
bias. Lace and embroidery edging on the lower edge are subject to the same limitations as
when used on the top edge. Straps made of the fabric and double stitched wear better
than those of grosgrain or satin ribbon. The point of greatest strain in a slip is at the
attachment of the straps. They should always be securely stitched with at least a one3 fourth to one-half inch lap to the edge of the slip.
On slips trimmed with lace or e m b r o i d e r y edging, the straps should be fastened
both at the top of the lace or embroidery and to the fabric. Strain is distributed if the
double end of adjustable straps is attached in a V-shape. This also avoids a thick bump
which is subject to abrasion in wear and in ironing.
CARE OF UNDERGARMENTS
A dainty, attractive person will never wear soiled undergarments. For complete protection, garments worn next to
the skin should be washed everyday. Silk and rayon undergarments and hose give better service if washed after each
wearing to remove soil and perspiration. Foundation garments
and garter belts require washing at least once a week.
To wash cotton undergarments. From the standpoint of
laundering, white cotton undergarments are very satisfactory.
Many cotton fabrics used in garments today are pre-shrunk
and so labeled. It is wise, when possible, to buy cotton garments that will not shrink and bear identification tags to that
effect. They maybe washed with the family laundry, and dried
in the sun. A little starch added to the last rinse gives cotton
a smooth finish, helps it to stay clean longer, and makes it
wash easier the next time. A little bluing may also be added
to the last rinse to help keep white cotton white.

I

To wash silk and rayon undergarments. Silk and rayon undergarments are best
washed by hand. A soap solution of mild soap flakes (about one tablespoon for each
gallon of soft water) should be prepared. Add enough soap to make a lasting suds. Thej
flakes can be dissolved in a small amount of hot water then cold water added. The
temperature of the water used should not be more than 90° F . , that is, less than lukewarm or slightly cool. The garments should then be washed two or more times in soapy
water, or until they are clean. Squeeze the soapy water repeatedly through the fabric and
through all spots and give especially soiled places extra squeezing. Silk or rayon fabrics
should not be rubbed or twisted. Press with warm iron on wrong side while still damp,
pressing with the grain.
To wash nylon undergarments. Gently force rich, lukewarm mild soap suds through
garment. Do not rub or wring. Nylon absorbs little moisture, dries quickly, holds shape
well, needs little or no ironing. If ironed, use moderately warm, not hot iron.
Rinse ^ undergarments in two or three cold rinse waters, or until the last rinse
shows no trace of soap. Quick drying is necessary for best results. The garment may
be spread on one bath towel and another towel placed on top. It can then be rolled loosely and much of the moisture pressed from the garment into the towel. The garment,
may then b e removed gently, shake dry, or hung in the breeze until dry enough to press.
Ready-made knitted rayon nylon and silk undergarments should be washed in the same
manner as given above. They should be dried on a flat surface or hung double over a
line without the use of clothes pins. When dry, they can be pressed if desired.
Suggestions for Washing a Slip: To keep your best slip in
tip-top condition do the following:
1. Wash quickly in plentiful, lukewarm suds made with a
mild soap. Do not rub or twist.
2.
SHAKE OUT WRINKLES

Cup hands and force suds repeatedly through the soiled
parts.

3. Rinse thoroughly until last water is clear.
4.
SMOOTH TO SHAPE

Roll and knead in Turkish towel.

5. Gently shake out wrinkles, and place, wrong side out,
over an ironing board.
6.

Smooth to shape with dry Turkish towel. When the slip
is smoothed to shape andfree of wrinkles, press with
the straight of the material.

Washing foundation garments. Garments which are washed frequently and not allowed
to become badly soiled will give longer service than those which are washed less often.
A mild soap or soap flakes and cool water should be used. The garment should be soaked
in soapy water about I / 2 hour, then the water squeezed through and through the garment.
Do not rub. A soft brush may be necessary to clean cotton and elastic parts. A second
washing in cool soapy water will help to remove any soil that may cling to the garment.
The garment should be rinsed in three clear cool waters and rolled in a towel to take up
as much moisture as possible. Foundation garments should not be dried near heat or in
strong sunlight. In pressing, the iron should not be allowed to touch elastic parts.
{
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Washing hose. Hose fit, feel, and look better if washed after each wearing. A mild
hite soap and water l^s than lukewarm or about 90° F. should be used. One should
oe careful to squeeze water through the hose and not to rub, wring or twist them. Spots
may be removed by laying the soiled portion of the hose over one hand and rubbing with
the palm or fingers of the other hand. More soap solution may be applied if necessary.
Hose should be rinsed in at least three cold waters or until all soap is rinsed out. They
may be hung by the toe or top reinforcement to dry, away from heat and sun.
Pressing undergarments. Cotton undergarments may be ironed on the right side
using a moderately hot iron and a well padded ironing board. Little pressure should be
put on the iron when ironing crepe fabrics to avoid flattening the crepey weave.
Re.Hairing undergarments. Underwear should not be neglected because it is hidden
by the dress. Shoulder straps should be sewed to the garment when the;y become loose,
and missing buttons and snaps replace. E. C. 4-19-2 gives the method of sewing on
buttons and snaps. Worn elastic should be replaced when necessary and ripped stitching
restitched. Ready-made supporters maybe purchased to replace worn ones on foundation
garments or it maybe cheaper to combine new elastic with fasteners from old supporters.
Observe the way in which the old ones were made and make the new supporters in the
same way.
Elastic insets in foundation garments may be replaced when they lose their elasticity.
Heavy, wide elastic for this purpose may be bought by the inch. The bias facing which
covers the joining of the old elastic to the garment can be ripped and new elastic basted
in, and the facings stitched in place again.
The life of hose may be prolonged by inspecting them each time they are taken off,
aid mending thin places and snags before holes and runners appear. Keep the nails of
the fingers and toes trimmed smoothly to help prevent snags and runs in hoisery.
Small holes and tears in undergarments may be darned, but large tears should be
patched with the hemmed patch. SeeDarning, E. C. 4-17-2, or Patching, E. C. 4-19-2.
Care of Undergarments and Hose
Study pages.
11 to 13
statements correct.

and fill in the blanks below with words that make the

L
1. Foundation garments and garter belts require washing at least
2. Hose
better if washed after each wearing.
3. Cotton undergarments may be ironed on the

a week.

side, using a

iron.

4. Silk and rayon undergarments should be pressed directly on the
using a
iron.

side,

II.
1. Name four most important points to follow when washing any kind of undergarment.

I

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)
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1. Name five kinds of repairs one may expect to make in hose and undergarments.
(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

{

(5)
JUDGING MY UNDERGARMENTS
When judging you slip or other undergarment, ask yourself thse questions about each
construction process: (1) Is the method suitable? (2) Will it wear well? (3) Does it look
well on both right and wrong sides?
Check (X) for each item listed, with the above questions in mind. Check only the
things that apply to your undergarment. Your grade will be the one in which you have the
most checks (X).
I. Construction:
Seams
Hems
Bindings
Facings
Straps
Pleats
Gathers
Darts
Tucks
Plackets
Buttonholes
Attached fasteners
Attached trimmings
Other finishes
n. Appearance:
Design:
Suitable for use
Good style for girl
Comfortable style
Color:
Harmonizes with outfit
Suitable
Fabric:
Quality
Suitable for garment
Care required
Neatness:
Clean
Pressing
Fit:
Comfortable
Position of straps
Length and width

EXCELLENT

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

~
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